
Massage

Massage has 
a great calming 
effect as well as

providing an opportunity
for you and your horse to

bond and keeping all
their muscles supple 

and soft! Teach them something!
Teaching your horse a new trick such as to lift their
foot on command or to lower their head is a great
way to get their mind working. As a bonus, it will
help you in their day-to-day management and may
also help in their physiotherapy 
sessions.
*Always use positive 
reinforcement and work at your 
horses pace*

Substitute some of the time you would spend
riding with spending quality time with your
horse. We often rush around trying to get

everything done and forget to take a minute 
to give our horses a bit of fuss! 

Give them a really thourough groom
scratching all their favourite

places, or just spend 10
minutes sitting with

them in their
stable!

Grooming and bonding

For a 
demo on how to

effectively massage
your horse, just ask!

Or check out our
video demo on our

website.

As long as your vet/physio has said they are happy
for your horse to do exercise in hand, going over

poles and grids makes a lunging/long-reining
session much more fun! For ideas on pole set ups
and what is appropriate for your horses capability

don't hesitate to get in touch, we can tailor a
programme to you and your horse's ability and

facilities. 

WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR HORSE WHEN
YOU CAN'T RIDE

In hand pole work

Why do I need to?
Horses can be on restriced exercise for a number of reasons such as following
surgery, due to an ongoing condition, being too young or if the weather is too

extreme. Whatever the reason, they may have energy pent up which can make
them do something silly and hurt themselves or others. Usually your horses
outlet might be their exercise or turnout, but in these instances we need to

provide an alternative. 
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